
Pouring mit Gießharz
Instructions No. 1787
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

You can create unique furniture by yourself with casting resin and this pouring technique! The pouring design of the highboard chest of
drawers and the side table Nordic Style with cast resin are a great example of how easy it is to become your own luxury furniture designer
with this technique.

The working time for this casting resin project including drying time is about 2 days.

Small preparatory work for the big design
Painting furniture

Paint the side walls of the chest of drawers and the tray of the side table
with light grey concrete color. Leave the surface of the tray, which is
designed with pouring resin in a pouring look, unpainted. 

Stir casting resin

Select resin tinting colors and provide them. Mix the cold glaze resin and
hardener together in a 1:1 ratio. Take 10 ml each so that you have 20 ml in
your cup. When the two components are mixed together, the mixture
becomes slightly milky. For each colour you need a separate cup with mixed
cold glaze 

Now add the tinting colours. Please make sure that you put one drop of paint
into each only cup. Otherwise the colours will be too dark.

Casting resin order
In order to separate the individual design surfaces cleanly from each other, use silicone from the tube to separate them. For the drawers of the chest of
drawers, for example, the silicone was used to prevent them from running off. After the drying time, the silicone can be easily removed and you will have clean
edges.

Now pour or distribute the colours onto the drawers or tray. Let the colours run with the embossing dryer. If necessary, spread the colours up to the edges with
a wooden stick and close any holes. Small bubbles can be removed by heat, the surface of the cold glaze design becomes particularly smooth.

Tips & tricks



To achieve a marbling effect in the casting
resin, pull through the paint with a wooden
stick.
If you have mixed too little colour, you can
mix a new portion and then distribute it.
The areas created with Pouring Casting
Resin can be written on and painted with
coloured pencils - this gives you additional
great creative possibilities.

Inspirations

Noble finish
The drying time for cold glaze is about 12 hours. Even after that, another layer of transparent cold glaze without colour can be poured over the design. This
enhances the 3D look. Any unevenness in the surface caused by coloured casting can be compensated by this second layer of glaze.

Idea for the Pouring technique withAcrylic paint

Do you already know our basic instruction Pouring for the casting of ( Acrylic paint instruction no. 1765) and our instruction no. 1640 &quot Pouring"?;Acrylic
Pouring Medium mixed is poured here on Stretched Canvas or other painting grounds - the technique is fun and achieves exceptionally fascinating murals.

Article number Article name Qty
661140 VBS Wooden sticks "Nature" 1
347212 VBS Mini cups, 24 pieces 1
347212 VBS Mini cups, 24 pieces 1
727112 VBS Picture frame "Square" 1
560085-88 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlMint 1
755696-01 VBS Concrete Color, 250mlLight grey 1
755627-01 VBS Chalky Outdoor Color, 100 mlAntique White 1
133197 Picture eyelets with fitting pins 1
488181-13 Resin tinting colour transparentViolet 1
695374 MDF board "Wall clock" 1
488532-02 Resin tinting paint metallicNacre 1
739542-14 Resin tinting paint opaquePink 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/grundanleitung-pouring-t2223/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/acrylic-pouring-t2003/


739542-68 Resin tinting paint opaqueWhite 1
739542-31 Resin tinting paint opaqueAquamarine 1
488181-63 Resin tinting colour transparentOrange 1
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